Annual Litigation Forum Amsterdam accommodation

Renaissance Amsterdam Hotel:
The room block at the hotel is now full. Please see below a list of recommended nearby hotels:

Kimpton de Wit
4 min walk from the conference venue
Address: Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 5, 1012 RC
Website: https://www.kimptonewithhotel.com/en/

Grand Hotel Amrath Amsterdam
13 min walk (1km away) from the conference venue
Address: Prins Hendrikkade 108, 1011 AK
Website: https://www.amrathamsterdam.com/

art’otel Amsterdam
5 min walk from the conference venue
Address: Prins Hendrikkade 33, 1012 TM
Website: https://www.radissonhotels.com/en-us/hotels/artotel-amsterdam

Hotel NH Collection Amsterdam Barbizon Palace
4 min walk from the conference venue
Address: Prins Hendrikkade 59-72, 1012 AD

INK Hotel Amsterdam – Mgallery
5 min walk from the conference venue
Address: Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 67, 1012 RE

Delegates are responsible for making accommodation reservations directly with the hotel and entering into an agreement with the hotel regarding credit card guarantees, cancellation terms and conditions, and room rates (should these differ from the special IBA rate). The IBA cannot accept responsibility for hotel accommodation disputes between a delegate and the hotel.

Unauthorised accommodation agents
It has been brought to our attention that there are multiple companies contacting past attendees, claiming to represent the IBA, offering ‘assistance’ with registration and hotel bookings. They are operating by cold-calling and spamming companies whose names have appeared on previous List of Participants, Programmes and Sponsorship recognition. The only Accommodation Agent the IBA works with is Judy Lane ICS. Judy Lane ICS do not contact delegates on behalf of the IBA without delegates making initial contact. Please ignore any communication that does not come directly from the IBA or Judy Lane ICS.